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Georgia Southern vs. Clemson To Kick Off at Noon
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In response to the potential effects of Hurricane Florence, kickoff for the Clemson vs. Georgia Southern game on Saturday at Memorial Stadium has been moved up from 3:30 p.m. to noon.

Clemson University officials continue to work with emergency management personnel, the ACC Office and Georgia Southern officials this week in preparation for Hurricane Florence and how it may alter operations for the game on Saturday. As the storm continues to be monitored, additional updates will be distributed by the athletic department and fans are encouraged to check GSEagles.com for the most up-to-date information.

Fans are asked to make plans to arrive early, expect delays in gameday traffic and parking and exercise patience in their commute to and from campus. ClemsonTigers.com will have the latest parking and traffic information as the weekend draws closer.

Plans for the ESPN television broadcast of the game are still being determined and will be communicated once finalized.